Introducing the GUESS Eyewear Spring/Summer 2019 Collection
The sunglass and eyeglass models from the new GUESS Spring/Summer 2019 collection are the ultimate
expression for one of the most famous lifestyle brands in the world. Each stylish offering, both for men
and women, was designed to be easy-to-wear and to meet every need.
The fierce frames feature a young, sexy allure with an all-new design that celebrates femininity with a
hint of sensuality. Iconic details, such as the triangle logo, embellish the temples, reinforcing the brand’s
identity. Bright, vivid colors paired with animal prints or glitter details complete the bold eyewear
collection. Incorporated along with more classic masculine styles are modern, trendy shapes for the
contemporary man.
Oversized square frames or minimal cat-eye and rectangular shapes are showcased alongside vintageinspired pilots or rounded models. The “rock & rose” pattern, a design detail on GUESS bags, is also
featured on the new collection’s sunglasses, embellishing the temples and adding that extra touch of
sophistication.

SUNGLASS COLLECTION
GU7589
A glamorous allure is featured on these rectangular acetate frames, which stand out for their bold edges.
The significantly-sized temples bear the metal triangle logo.
GU7598
These feminine sunglasses feature a metal construction and a distinct cat-eye shape that stands out with
its contrasting-colored top bar. The thin temples bear a discreet “G” logo engraving that reasserts the
brand’s identity.
GU7605
This large, feminine, square model features the perfect combination of acetate and metal. The innovative,
unique temples are highlighted by the GUESS triangle logo.
GU7606
An explosion of color accents these round, feminine, metal sunglasses, in which the enamel-filled side
shield appears in pops of bright and vibrant colorations. An elegant chain, embellished with iconic triangle
details, compliments the eyewear as a chic accessory that ensures comfort and functionality.
GU7607
This reinterpretation of the classic metal pilot with a double bridge is designed specifically for women
who love to be glamorous and tailor their look down to the smallest detail. The same color motif is
featured throughout the enamel-filled side shields, lenses and chain with triangle motifs. The temples
are finished off with the word GUESS discretely engraved.
GU7611
The large cat-eye shape of these feminine sunglasses features thick edges and stands out with its iconic
“rock & rose” embellishments on the temples: metallic roses and studs are completed by the brand’s
handwritten signature.

GU6937
A combination of clean and bold lines for these masculine pilots stand out in their matte and shiny color
palette. The temples feature triangle details and the word GUESS, asserting the brand’s identity.
GU6939
Sleek, geometric lines are showcased on this masculine, metal square-shaped frame defined by a double
bar. The temples feature triangle detailing, the GUESS logo and acetate tips.
GU6943
These striking, masculine, mask-style sunglasses with a round frame front stand out with their use of
colors on the front paired with transparent surfaces. The temples feature a contrasting metal G logo.

EYEGLASS COLLECTION
GU2700
These minimalistic, feminine, metal frames, with their distinct rounded shape, stand out with colored
side shield detailing in the same shade as the acetate temple tips, for a stylish and contemporary look.
GU2702
These large, square, feminine eyeglasses feature vintage flair and stand out with their acetate frame
front onto which the metal temples hook, showcasing a triangle logo, for an entirely new type of
structure.
GU2706
The broad, slightly cat-eyed square shape of this design combines glitter metal edges with an acetate
frame front and temple tips. The thin metal temples bear the GUESS logo.
GU2707
The large, thin, rounded frame front of this women’s acetate and metal eyeglass style is intensified by a
glitter embellishment that runs along the metal edges.
GU2714
These lightweight, feminine metal eyeglass frames feature sleek lines and stand out with their thin
temples designed to form the iconic triangle as they merge to the frame front. A bright, vibrant color
palette completes the offering.
GU1962
These men’s eyeglasses feature a classic square shape with clean, bold edges and are defined by a
keyhole bridge for a more comfortable fit. The G logo is discretely showcased on the temples.
GU1964
This round, masculine eyeglass model features a combination of acetate and metal and is adorned with
metallic details such as the double bars and the iconic triangle detailing on the sides of the frame front.
GU1966
Sleek, graphic lines are featured on these men’s eyeglasses, also available in a matte metal version. A
double bar defines the frame front in clean color tones, while the temples showcase a triangle and the
word GUESS, which celebrate its brand identity.

#GUESSEyeCandy
#GUESSEyeCandy for Spring/Summer 2019 presents a fresh selection of sunglasses and eyeglasses
featuring vibrant colors and young, contemporary designs. Super lightweight metal models are
transformed into trendy accessories that complete your look.
GU3040
These sunglasses feature a square shape, defined by a double bridge on the frame front and mirrored
gradient lenses in purple, blue or brown. The temples are made of a special material called TR90, a
composition of biologically-compatible nylon and carbon fiber that is particularly flexible, ensuring
unparalleled comfort and durability. Available in iridescent and matte shades for a fun look.
GU3038
Nothing but sophisticated allure with these square eyeglasses, featuring a double bridge defined by
temples made with TR90, a super lightweight, flexible and durable material in a multi-colored palette.
The metal plate bears the GUESS logo, highlighting its brand identity.
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